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Abstract
Low-cost, easily deployable, reconfigurable, movable input
devices can enable adaptive workflows in commercial,
industrial, and home environments. A key limitation of
previous reconfigurable control systems is their high cost
or maintenance burden (e.g., battery changes or wiring
setup). Our poster presents Arfid, a “fabric” for
reconfigurable input devices that connects low-cost,
battery-free inputs to arbitrarily specified functions in
their surroundings via a buildingwide network of RFID
readers. Users can reassign controllers’ functions using a
simple web interface.
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General Terms
Ubiquitous Computing

Overview
To realize an environment replete with unobtrusive
computers performing helpful tasks, it is crucial to present
user interfaces that require no training. The computers
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themselves should be inexpensive, low-maintenance
machines that are concealed to the maximum extent
possible.
Past work on energy-harvesting computers powered by
radio waves (e.g., the WISP [6, 8]) allowed sensing and
computation to be deeply embedded where batteries and
wired power would be impractical. New platforms use
diverse sources of radio energy such as television or
cellular signals [5], and a trend toward increasing energy
efficiency is expanding the variety of workloads that can
run on these devices [2]. We consider a world in which
some amount of wireless power is available to any device
that wants to harvest it, and ask the question: what kinds
of human interactions would ubiquitous power enable?
Our poster presents Arfid (A Reconfigurable Fabric of
Input Devices). Arfid places lightweight battery-free input
devices (Arfid controllers) based on the WISP in an
environment in which wireless power is plentiful thanks to
a buildingwide deployment of RFID readers [10]. A
middleware layer supervises the operations of the RFID
readers, collects inputs from Arfid controllers throughout
the building, and performs actuation tasks. By interacting
with simple tactile inputs on the controllers, users can
control arbitrary functions mediated by the middleware. A
simple out-of-band mechanism allows users to dynamically
reassign controller functions. For example, a dial and
button control placed in a conference room can control
the lights at the beginning of a meeting, then be
reassigned during the meeting to control the volume of a
teleconferencing unit. The same physical device could also
be used as a trackable roving call-for-assistance unit, or
could even detect events in the environment such as doors
opening and closing.
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Figure 1: An RF-powered Arfid prototype controller supporting
pushbutton and rotary-dial input modalities. Users scan the
QR code to configure, via a web interface, the function that
the tactile input controls for each individual device.

The novel contribution of Arfid is incorporating
battery-free computation platforms, such as WISP, as
general-purpose input devices in a flexible middleware and
actuation framework. Users are presented with batteryand maintenance-free tactile interfaces. Arfid is a first
exploration into battery-free controller distribution
throughout an environment with ubiquitous wireless
power. Arfid enables instantly reconfigurable applications
in commercial, industrial, and residential settings.

Motivation
Most input devices meant to control physical objects are
simple; they need only be capable of reporting or
actuating a small number of states or a single continuous
value. For example, a conventional lightswitch has two
possible states; a dimming lightswitch can be a knob or
slider whose states are confined to a specific range.
People already know how to interact with these inputs;
they need not understand anything about what happens
between the input device and the actuated system.
Tactile controls are already spread throughout the built
environment, so people are accustomed to physically
distributed inputs and separation of inputs and actuation.
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We therefore chose to implement Arfid controllers that
combine familiar tactile inputs with invisible wireless
connectivity to centralized actuators.

Implementation: Battery-Free Input Devices
Arfid controllers are based on the WISP [6], an
open-source battery-free computing platform that harvests
radio frequency (RF) energy from RFID readers. We
developed a modified version of the WISP that upgrades
its microcontroller, firmware, and harvesting circuitry to
dramatically extend the read range from approximately
3 m to approximately 10 m—well within the range of the
RFID readers in our buildingwide deployment. We added
two simple tactile controllers via the onboard
microcontroller’s input pins: a pushbutton and a rotary
dial. Arfid controllers also inherit the WISP’s
accelerometer and temperature sensor. Other tactile
inputs and sensors are easily connected via pins.
When queried by an RFID reader, the controller’s
firmware collects the present state of the tactile inputs
and encodes it into a standard RFID protocol message
that it backscatters (reflects) to the querying reader along
with the controller’s unique numeric identifier. The reader
informs the middleware that it detected a controller, and
the middleware dispatches an appropriate actuation event.
Each Arfid controller bears a QR code, a two-dimensional
barcode that she can scan with a smartphone or laptop.
Scanning the QR code brings up a controller-specific
webpage that presents possible actuation functions that
match the controller’s available inputs and location—e.g.,
state-toggling functions or continuous adjustments. Users
can receive feedback via text message or email.
In our Arfid prototype, the limitations of RFID read range
require an investment in a multiple-reader infrastructure.
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However, the distribution of readers also allows controllers
to be located to within 10 m, enabling location-aware
applications. A second challenge of intermittent RF power
that our prototype does not address is indicating to users
that their inputs were received and the actuation
successful.

Buildingwide Deployment
We tested Arfid in our building, a multi-story enclosed
environment with an internal network of 36 RFID
readers [10]. The readers’ antennas are spaced roughly 10
feet apart in the building’s hallways. Each reader has two
to four antennas attached, for a total of 133 antennas
available to power (and communicate with) Arfid tags
throughout the building. (The poster will plot the results
of our evaluation to demonstrate that Arfid tags are
usable throughout the environment.)
We envision Arfid controllers attached to walls or tables in
shared, multi-use facilities like our academic office
building. However, since they lack batteries or wired
power, controllers can also be made portable (e.g., a
thermostat that controls the temperature in whatever
room the user enters) or sealed within other objects (e.g.,
outdoor fixtures).

Related Work
Phidgets [3] and VoodooIO [4] envision physical
user-interface “widgets” for conventional computers that
represent familiar onscreen concepts. Arfid, in contrast, is
meant to enable interactions with physical components
that are computer-controlled but are not themselves
computer hardware or software.
Arfid shares its motivation with the recent work of Simon
et al., who add input controls to passive (conventional)
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RFID tags and modify the physical-layer behavior of RFID
to encode controller inputs [7]. Their technique builds on
the work of Avrahami et al. and Thomas et al., who
integrated on–off switches with RFID tags [1, 9]. These
approaches yield high-resolution tactile controls that can
be integrated with physical components, much like Arfid
controllers. Their use of conventional passive RFID tags
allows them potentially greater range than Arfid
controllers. However, the key advantage of Arfid
controllers is that they work with widely deployed
off-the-shelf RFID readers and are individually
programmable, enabling rich applications that are
unfeasible with conventional (ASIC-based) RFID tags.
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